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Clear-sky index (CSI) generative models are of paramount importance in, e.g., study-

ing the integration of solar power in the electricity grid. Several models have recently

been proposed with methodologies that relate to hidden Markov models (HMMs).

In this paper, we formally employ HMMs, with Gaussian distributions, to generate

CSI time-series. The authors propose two different methodologies. The first is a

completely data-driven approach, where an HMM with Gaussian observation distri-

butions is proposed. In the second, the means of these Gaussian observation distri-

butions were pre-defined based on the fraction of time of bright sunshine from the

site. Finally, the authors also propose a novel method to improve the autocorrelation

function (ACF) of HMMs in general. The two methods were tested on two data sets

representing two different climate regions. The performance of the two methodolo-

gies varied between the two data sets and among the compared performance metrics.

Moreover, both proposed methods underperformed in reproducing the ACF as com-

pared to state-of-the-art models. However, the method proposed to improve the ACF

was able to reduce the mean absolute error (MAE) of the ACF by up to 19%. In

summary, the proposed models were able to achieve a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)

test score as low as 0.042, and MAE of the ACF as low as 0.012. These results are

comparable with the state-of-the-art models. Moreover, the proposed models were

fast to train. HMMs are shown to be viable CSI generative models.
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I. INTRODUCTION8

A. Literature overview9

The variability of solar irradiance on the Earth’s surface affects many solar engineer-10

ing applications such as photovoltaic (PV) power generation1–3. By quantifying the solar11

irradiance variability, the design and operation of power systems with large amounts of12

grid-connected distributed PV power generation can be improved2,4. However, quantify-13

ing and reproducing the complexity of solar irradiance variability over time is a challenge14

for statistical and machine learning models5. The value of high resolution irradiance data15

might increase in the future4,6. Consequently, several recent models have been proposed to16

generate high resolution irradiance data using low resolution data7–10.17

The solar irradiance is often normalized using the clear-sky irradiance, producing the18

clear-sky index (CSI). The CSI has interesting features of statistical complexity, particularly19

on minute to instantaneous scale11,12. High resolution is favorable in order to take short20

bursts of overirradiance into account13, but resolutions above 1 second are arguably less21

informative and only increases the complexity of data management14.22

There exist irradiation estimates from ground measurements or from satellite data, see,23

e.g., Ref. 15, and from software, such as Meteonorm16. Despite this, more high resolution24

data are needed for many locations11, and when data are insufficient, realistic synthetic data25

generated by generative models are useful5. Also, when modeling CSI variability, it is of26

importance to quantify the model output accuracy so that it generates realistic data5,17–20.27

In terms of modeling, the distribution of minute to instantaneous CSI can be modeled by28

two20,21, three22,23, n-single peak distributions5, or n-multi peak distributions24.29

In order to ensure that the model generates CSI samples that resemble that of the training30

CSI data, models are evaluated based on firstly distribution goodness-of-fit, and secondly31

autocorrelation function (ACF) likeness. Model evaluation and selection, in terms of out-32

put probability distribution goodness-of-fit, are typically measured with, e.g., Kolmogorov-33

Smirnov (K-S) statistics12,17,25–27. ACF likeness compares the temporal variability between34

models and data, and the ACF measured over a set of lags has commonly been used17,19,20.35

A metric for model selection is for example a mean absolute error (MAE) over lags in the36

ACF5.37
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Models aiming to quantify the CSI and generate realistic synthetic CSI data, with proper38

ACF likeness, include Gaussian-Markov19, auto-regressive Gaussian28, neural networks29,39

copula modeling17,26, fractal cloud modeling30, Markov-chains5,12,18,31–34 and Dirichlet pro-40

cess Gaussian mixture (DPGM)24. These CSI generators are practical, since they utilize41

some existing data set of lower resolution or averaged CSI data to estimate higher resolution42

data (temporal or spatial), see, e.g., Refs. 12, 25, 31, 34–36, or smaller amounts of CSI data43

to generate unlimited amounts of data5,17,18,26.44

In particular Markov-chains, or generally Markov models, have been useful as CSI gen-45

erators, where Ref. 34 generated minute resolution, while in Ref. 32 daily resolution was46

modeled. In Ref. 18 a two-state Markov-chain mixture probability distribution was used,47

similar to the one in the study of Morf 31 , where a general model for generating clear and48

cloudy periods was constructed. As a generalization of the two-state models an n-state piece-49

wise uniform Markov-chain mixture distribution model was developed in Refs. 5 and 10,50

which had low model complexity, yet high accuracy. Generally these models have presented51

high accuracy in both distribution goodness-of-fit and ACF likeness.52

A novel approach was recently proposed by Frimane et al. 24 where a DPGM model53

was employed to generate CSI samples. Unlike previous models, the DPGM model is a54

nonparametric model that selects the number of CSI clusters based on the training data.55

The daily distribution of CSI is considered to be represented by an infinite mixture of56

Gaussian distributions. A Dirichlet process was used to cluster the daily distribution of CSI57

into a number of clusters, with some probability of creating a new cluster for the observed58

daily CSI. Thus the number of clusters was inferred from the data. A Markov chain was59

then learned from the data, which was used to generate the CSI time-series.60

One conclusion from the literature is that mixture models based on stochastic processes61

(Markov-chain or otherwise) reproduce the CSI variability comparatively well, and that62

models which can utilize meteorological observables and produce realistic output with high63

accuracy are particularly useful.64

An improved understanding regarding three-state modeling connected to meteorological65

variables22, in particular in combination with hidden Markov models (HMMs), have been66

proposed but not yet investigated in the literature18. Also, it can be concluded that HMMs67

with Gaussian distributions have not been investigated in the literature either. In this paper68

both a three-state Gaussian HMM model, with connections to measured fraction of time of69
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bright sunshine, and a general machine learning-based HMM for n states are developed and70

investigated.71

The developed models are beneficial to generate CSI time-series in locations of interest.72

The generated time-series can be then converted to the global irradiance, which can be used73

in applications such as PV potential studies.74

B. Contribution75

This study aims to develop an HMM for the CSI based on n Gaussian distributions. The76

model extends previous Markov-chain mixture distribution models5,18 and previous literature77

through78

1. Developing an HMM generative model for the CSI. Previous contributions did not79

explicitly employ HMMs.80

2. Connecting the HMM model to previous meteorological CSI models.81

3. Proposing a methodology to improve the ACF of the fitted HMMs; to the best of the82

authors knowledge this method has not been proposed before in the literature.83

The model is trained and tested on solar irradiance data sets for Hawaii and Norrköping,84

which were also used in Refs. 5, 17, and 18.85

This paper is organized as follows. The proposed HMMs are described in Section II. In86

Section III, the results obtained from implementing the model are presented. A discussion87

is provided in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.88

II. METHODS89

A general introduction to HMMs is provided in Section II A. In Section II B, the HMM90

is applied to CSI modeling. This section connects HMMs to CSI observations in a certain91

location. Section II C presents the two proposed methods to employ HMMs in CSI time-92

series generation. Performance metrics, used in comparing the various models, are described93

in Section II D. Finally, data used in learning and comparing the models are introduced in94

Section II E.95
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A. Hidden Markov model96

Here, a brief introduction to HMMs is provided. For more detailed information regarding97

HMMs Refs. 37 and 38 can be consulted.98

A discrete-time HMM is a state space model that is characterized by a set of observa-99

tions {Xt}Tt=1. These observations were observed at discrete time-steps t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T}.100

Furthermore, the observations are dependent on a set of hidden states {St}Tt=1 such that the101

observations are conditionally independent given the states, see Fig. 1.102

FIG. 1. A graphical representation of the HMM for four time-steps. The arrows represent condi-

tional dependencies. The hidden states {S1, S2, ...} are represented by circles and the observations

{X1, X2, ...} by squares.

The transition probabilities of the hidden states follow a Markov chain. A Markov chain

is a memoryless process such that the hidden state St is only dependent on the previous

hidden state St−1 and independent of the previous state trajectory, i.e.,

P (St = j|S1, ..., St−1 = i) = P (St = j|St−1 = i)

= pij, (1)

where pij is the probability of transitioning from state i to state j. A transition matrix A103

between the states can be formed:104

A =


p11 · · · p1n
...

. . .
...

pn1 · · · pnn

 , (2)105

where n is the number of hidden states, i.e., the cardinality of {St}Tt=1. The transition matrix106

A has to satisfy107

n∑
j=1

pij = 1 (3)108
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for every initial state i.109

The observations Xt are only dependent on the hidden state at time t

P (Xt = xt|S1, ..., St = i,X1, ..., Xt−1) =

P (Xt = xt|St = i) = bi(xt), (4)

where bi(xt) is the observation distribution of state i, e.g., a Gaussian distribution.110

The HMM is characterized by the model parameters θ. The model parameters θ consist111

of the initial distribution of the hidden states, the transition matrix A, and the parameters112

of the observation distributions bi(xt). The parameters bi(xt) can be, for example, the mean113

µi and variance σ2
i for a univariate Gaussian observations.114

Assuming that the hidden process is aperiodic and irreducible and assuming that the115

process is stationary, the initial distribution can be replaced by the stationary distribution116

π of the Markov chain, see, e.g., Ref. 39, p. 66. In other words, if the process has been117

going on for a long time, e.g., the CSI time-series started long ago, the initial distribution118

loses importance and the stationary distribution becomes more important. The stationary119

distribution π can be estimated by solving120

πA = π. (5)121

In HMMs the model parameters θ are learned from sequences of observations using122

the Baum-Welch algorithm. The Baum-Welch algorithm is of computational complexity123

O(n2T ), see Ref. 37, where n is the number of hidden states and T is the length of the124

training time-series.125

B. Clear-sky index as HMM observations126

This section draws connections between HMMs and CSI observations in a certain location.127

In other words, this section shows that the CSI time-series can be viewed as the observation128

of an HMM.129

Assume that the hidden states St of the HMM represent the status of the cloud cover130

in the sky at every time-step t in a certain location. Following Hollands and Suehrcke 22 ,131

the cloud cover can be categorized into three categories, S ∈ {1, 2, 3}. These categories can132

be conceptualized as states of the atmosphere22. For clarity, we propose, here, to call these133

6
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FIG. 2. A diagram connecting the hidden states of a three state HMM—representing the cloud

cover states—and the CSI. The hidden states are represented by the circles and the between-state

transitions are represented by arrows. The remain-in-state transitions are not presented. The

observed distribution of every state is plotted on the right. State 1 represents the obscured state,

state 2 represents the unobscured in clear-sky state, and state 3 represents the unobscured in

partially cloudy sky.

hidden states obscured (1), unobscured in clear sky (2), and unobscured in partially cloudy134

sky (3). Consequently, the transition matrix A is a (3× 3)-matrix.135

As shown in Fig. 2, each hidden state is coupled with an observation distribution, defined136

by a probability density function (PDF). In such case, the CSI measurements in a certain137

location can be conceptualized as observations from the hidden—or unobserved—states in138

the HMM model. These hidden states represent the cloud cover in the sky.139

Pursuing the same derivation as in Ref. 18, few model parameters can be extracted from140

meteorological measurements. The probability of having an obscured sun for δ1 consecutive141

time steps—then switching to a different state—is40 (p. 308)142

P (δ1) = (1− p11)pδ1−111 . (6)143
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The expected value of obscured durations E[δ1] can be estimated as 18,40

E[δ1] =
1

1− p11
. (7)

Applying Eq. 7 for all the three hidden states results in

p11 =
E[δ1]− 1

E[δ1]
,

p22 =
E[δ2]− 1

E[δ2]
,

p33 =
E[δ3]− 1

E[δ3]
, (8)

where E[δ2] and E[δ3] are the mean durations of unobscured in clear-sky and unobscured in144

partially cloudy sky, respectively. These can be directly observed or calculated from other145

measured values in a certain location, see, e.g., Refs. 18, 22, 31, 41, and 42.146

Hollands and Suehrcke 22 proposed Gaussian distributions for each hidden state. The147

means of the Gaussian distributions were proposed to be µ2 = 1, µ3 = 1.04, and148

µ1 = 0.1205 + 0.3341K, (9)149

where K is the ratio between the mean CSI in the location and the CSI at the peak of the150

distribution. Here and as proposed in Refs. 22 and 41, we calculate K =
√
τ , where τ is the151

fraction of time of bright sunshine. Here, τ is defined as the fraction of time where the CSI152

is larger than 0.95, see Ref. 18.153

The HMM has further analytic properties as regards the temporal variability, e.g., the154

ACF ρ(k) for the k-th time-lag of the observed CSI time-series Xt is defined as43:155

ρ(k) =
E[(Xt − µ)(Xt+k − µ)]

σ2
(10)156

where µ and σ2 represent the mean and variance of the time-series. In HMMs, Eq. 10 can

be shown to follow40 (p. 310)

ρ(k) =

∑
i πiµi

∑
j µj(A

k)ij − µ2

σ2
,

=
πdiag(µ)Akµ′ − µ2

σ2
, (11)

where (Ak)ij is the value in ith row and jth column of the Ak matrix, µ is a vector containing157

the means of the observation distributions of the hidden states; and µ and σ2 are the mean158
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and variance of the mixture distribution of the observations, respectively. In case of Gaussian159

mixture distributions40 (p. 11),160

µ =
n∑
i=1

πiµi, (12)161

and162

σ2 =
n∑
i=1

πi(µ
2
i + σ2

i )− µ2. (13)163

Equation 11 is applicable only for k > 039 (p. 70). For k = 0, ρ(0) = 1 by definition44.164

One limitation of the HMMs is that they can only produce exponentially decaying ACFs45,165

observe that ρ(k) ∝ Ak for all k > 0 in Eq. 11.166

An HMM with n hidden states and univariate Gaussian observations, can be defined by167

(n2 +2n) parameters; n2 parameters in A, n parameters in µ, and n parameters in σ2 which168

is the vector containing the variances of the n observation distributions.169

Fitting a Gaussian mixture model to the CSI distribution provides an estimate of µ,170

σ2, and π, see, e.g., Refs. 22 and 23. The stationary distribution of the Markov process171

π controls the contribution of each Gaussian observation distribution to the CSI mixture172

distribution.173

In order to estimate the transition matrix A, Eqs. 3, 5, 8 and 11 can, theoretically,174

be employed. However, Eq. 11 is nonlinear, because of the term Ak. As a result, the175

complexity grows as the number of hidden states grows. For example, for an HMM with176

n = 2, Munkhammar and Widén 18 showed that solving Eqs. 3 and 8 was sufficient to177

estimate A.178

For an HMM with n = 3, Eqs. 3, 5 and 8 provide 8 independent equations as the 9th179

equation can be derived using the remaining 8 equations. Equation 11 can provide the 9th180

independent equation, however, only if k > 1 since the equation for ρ(1) can be derived from181

the previously mentioned 8 equations. Consequently, a nonlinear equation solving method182

is needed if this approach is to be pursued.183

C. Model implementation184

We assume that the hidden states of an HMM represent some hidden, or unobserved,185

cloud cover states. These cloud cover states in turn control the CSI observations. Using the186

CSI observations, an HMM with various number of states can be fitted using the Baum-Welch187
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algorithm. These models will be called the Gaussian hidden Markov models (GHMMs) in188

further discussions, since the observation distributions for each hidden state are assumed189

to be Gaussian. The Gaussian distribution was chosen since it was shown to adequately190

represent the CSI time-series in Refs. 22 and 24. Selecting the optimal number of hidden191

states n will be based on comparing the fitted models using some performance metrics.192

The GHMM with n = 2 shares some similarities with the models proposed in Refs.193

18, 31, and 46. Here, unlike Ref. 18, the observation distributions are Gaussian, and they194

are not truncated at a middle point. In comparison, Munkhammar and Widén 18 used195

Gaussian, log-normal and polynomial distributions in their two-state model.196

It is important to note that in all HMMs trained here the Baum-Welch algorithm was197

employed to estimate the model parameters θ. The Baum-Welch algorithm updates the198

model parameters θ in each iteration such that θ increases the log-likelihood of the model.199

The final model is thus the model that locally maximizes the log-likelihood. As a result,200

for the GHMM with n = 3, the estimated means of the observation distributions of the201

hidden states might not represent the cloud cover assumptions proposed by Hollands and202

Suehrcke 22 .203

An alternative approach to the GHMM with n = 3 is to fix the means of the observa-204

tion distributions, and thereby connect it to the cloud cover assumptions of Hollands and205

Suehrcke 22 . In this alternative model, the Baum-Welch algorithm was employed to esti-206

mate all the model parameters θ except the means of the observation distributions µ. The207

first mean µ1 was pre-defined according to Eq. 9, and µ2 and µ3 were set to 1.0 and 1.04,208

respectively22. This alternative modeling approach will be called the fixed-means Gaussian209

hidden Markov model (FMGHMM) in further discussions.210

In similarity with Ref. 5 this paper uses HMMs with n > 3, but unlike Ref. 5 Gaussian,211

instead of uniform, observation distributions are employed. A non-parametric model for the212

number of hidden states was recently developed in Ref. 24. In this model, the number of213

hidden states was estimated from the training data. Thus, it can be understood as a GHMM214

with an infinite number of hidden states47. Nevertheless, the authors used mixed Gaussian215

observation distributions.216

To summarize this section, two modeling strategies were proposed: the GHMMs and the217

FMGHMMs. Using the GHMMs, the number of hidden states and the shapes of the obser-218

vation distributions were learned completely from the data. Consequently, the hidden states219
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of the GHMMs are not guaranteed to reflect the assumptions of Hollands and Suehrcke 22 .220

On the other hand, the FMGHMM, used the assumptions in Ref. 22 to fix the means of221

the observation distributions. This makes the FMGHMM more connected to the theoretical222

properties of the CSI. The FMGHMM is, thus, only meaningful if the number of hidden223

states n = 3.224

In this paper, the Python HMM package hmmlearn v0.2.148 was used to fit the proposed225

models.226

D. Model evaluation metrics227

Theis, Oord, and Bethge 49 compared the various metrics used in evaluating generative228

models, e.g., HMMs. The authors concluded that generative models need to be evaluated229

with respect to their applications.230

Consequently, we propose the following performance metrics to compare the proposed231

models:232

1. Log-likelihood L of the training and test data sets.233

2. K-S test score K between both the training and test data sets and samples from the234

model.235

3. MAE of the ACF ε between the test data and samples from the model.236

4. Training time.237

The log-likelihood, L = log(P (X1, ..., XT |θ), represents the natural logarithm of the prob-238

ability of observing the CSI time-series given the model parameters θ. This metric was239

measured for both the training and the test data sets.240

Following the conclusions of Theis, Oord, and Bethge 49 and to evaluate the models with241

regard to their applications, two metrics were added to measure firstly the goodness-of-fit242

of the model distribution and the distribution of the CSI time-series; and secondly the ACF243

likeness between the generated samples and the ACF of the CSI time-series. As stated244

before, these two metrics were commonly used in the literature. The K-S test score was245

employed before in Refs. 5, 12, 17, 18, 25–27. The MAE of the ACF was employed before in246

Refs. 5 and 18. Consequently, the chosen metrics enable comparing the proposed methods to247
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several state-of-the-art methods. Future studies can, nonetheless, test the proposed models248

as regards different error metrics.249

To evaluate the goodness-of-fit of the distribution, the K-S test was used. The K-S test250

score K evaluates the similarity between two distributions251

K = max |F1(x)− F2(x)|, (14)252

where F1(x) and F2(x) are the empirical cumulative distribution functions of the two com-253

pared distributions50.254

To evaluate the ACF likeness, the MAE of the ACF ε was evaluated, which is estimated255

as256

ε = 1/60
60∑
k=1

|ρ̂(k)− ρ(k)|, (15)257

where ρ̂(k) is ACF of the test data, and ρ(k) is the ACF of the samples from the model.258

The ACF error was calculated for one hour, i.e., 60 time-lags. This makes our ε results259

comparable with that of Refs. 5 and 18.260

The reason for only recording the MAE of the ACF ε on the test data is that by visual261

inspection, as will be shown later in Figs. 5, 8 and 11, there was no difference between the262

ACF of the training and test data for both locations.263

Finally, the training time was measured in seconds.264

E. Data265

The data used to train and evaluate the models were based on radiometer measurements266

of global horizontal irradiance (GHI) for one year obtained from the Swedish Meteorological267

and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) for Norrköping, Sweden (59◦35′31′′ N 17◦11′8′′ E)51, and268

from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) radiometer array in Oahu, Hawaii,269

USA (21◦31′ N, 158◦09′ W)52. The data were recorded during the years 2008 and 2010 for270

Norrköping and Hawaii, respectively. The Kipp & Zonen CM 2153 and LI-COR LI-20054
271

pyranometers were used in Norrköping and Hawaii, respectively.272

Data from both locations represent instantaneous irradiance with one minute resolution,273

averaged from raw data recorded with higher resolutions. From these data sets 120 data274

points (minutes) per day (centered around noon each day) for both locations were used in275

order to avoid low solar angles. Thus, the selected data sets totaled 43,800 (120× 365) data276
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points from each location. These particular data sets were previously selected for compar-277

ative reasons since they were also used in Refs. 17 and 26 to generate an autocorrelation278

model of the CSI using copulas, and in Refs. 5 and 18 for the Markov-chain mixture dis-279

tribution models. Testing the performance of the proposed methods on data from different280

locations, and representing various solar altitude angles, climate conditions, air masses, etc.,281

is encouraged for future works.282

The CSI normalization for the Norrköping data was made with the Ineichen-Perez clear-283

sky irradiance model55 and for the Hawaii data the McClear clear-sky irradiance model56 was284

used. The use of these clear-sky irradiance models for obtaining the CSI for both data sets is285

described, tested, and was found optimal in Refs. 17 and 26. Thus, these particular clear-sky286

irradiance models were chosen in order to enable comparisons with previous papers that used287

the same data sets. Moreover, the two clear-sky irradiance models had similar performances288

on the data sets, which further motivated using both models to enable comparison of results289

with previous studies. For a detailed review on the recommended clear-sky irradiance models290

for each climate zone, Ref. 57 can be consulted.291

The CSI data from both locations were divided into training data and test data. The292

division was made on every-other-day basis in order to minimize the seasonality effect on293

training of the models. In other words, the training data were the data recorded on the days294

1,3,...,365; and the test data were the data from the days 2,4,...,364.295

For each scenario, the model was used to generate a synthetic time-series with length296

1 million, i.e., T = 106. This sample is large enough to ensure stable estimates of the297

performance metrics of the models.298

III. RESULTS299

This section provides the results of fitting the proposed HMMs to the CSI data. Sec-300

tion III A provides the results of the GHMMs. In Section III B, the results of the FMGHMM301

are presented. Section III C improves the ACF of the fitted HMMs, with the FMGHMM302

taken as an example. In Section III D our results are compared to the results of some303

previously proposed models.304
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A. Gaussian hidden Markov models305

In this section, the performance results of the GHMMs are presented. The Baum-Welch306

algorithm was employed to learn all the model parameters θ including the means of the307

observation distributions µ—unlike the FMGHMMs results to be presented in Section III B.308

As shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, the log-likelihood L of the training and the test data309

sets increased as the number of hidden states increased. The rate of increase in the log-310

likelihood, however, decreased as the number of hidden states increased. This indicated311

that the improvement increments in model fitting to the data was high for the models with312

a lower number of hidden states.313

The K-S test scores K from the models were lower than 0.1 for both locations and for314

both the training and the test data sets, see Figs. 3c and 3d. The K-S test score was 0.050315

for both the training and the test data sets for n = 3 in the case of Hawaii. In the case of316

Norrköping, the scores were 0.047 and 0.048 for the training and test data sets, respectively.317

The minimum K-S test score on the test data set was 0.008 at n = 9, for the Hawaii case,318

and 0.012 at n = 9, for the Norrköping case.319

Figures 4a and 4b compare the PDFs of the samples from the fitted GHMMs to the test320

data. The Python class scipy.stats.gaussian kde was used, with the default parameters,321

to smooth the histograms and perform a kernel density estimation (KDE). Still, the exact322

histograms for both locations are presented in Figs. 4c and 4d.323

Figures 4a and 4c show that for Hawaii the model with two hidden states, n = 2, under-324

represented the CSI peak at CSI ≈ 1. In addition, the first mode—peak—of the bimodal325

CSI distribution was situated at a higher CSI compared with the test data, 0.45 and 0.333,326

respectively. For n = 3, the model results seem to match the cloud cover assumptions of327

Hollands and Suehrcke 22 . Moreover, the PDF of the model samples decently represented the328

second mode of the test data. Still the model estimated the first mode of the distribution329

at a higher CSI; 0.433 compared with 0.333 for the test data. The exact closeness scores330

between the distributions were presented in Figs. 3c and 3d.331

For the Norrköping data, the CSI distribution was more skewed towards the obscured332

cloud cover states, see Figs. 4b and 4d. The first mode value of the PDF was at CSI = 0.19333

for the test data. The GHMM with n = 2 under-represented the mode at CSI ≈ 1. In334

addition, the first mode of the PDF was estimated at CSI = 0.33. For n = 3, the model335
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FIG. 3. The log-likelihood L, in (a) and (b), and the K-S test scores K, in (c) and (d), results for

the GHMMs with different number of hidden states n. (a) and (c) present the results of Hawaii.

(b) and (d) present the results of Norrköping.

allocated two distributions for the first half of the PDF. This improved the fit to the obscured336

part of the PDF, but still under-represented the mode at CSI ≈ 1. The model with n = 5337

adequately represented the test data. This model allocated two hidden states each to the338

two unobscured-sun states, and three hidden states to represent the obscured-sun state.339
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FIG. 4. Kernel density estimation (KDE), in (a) and (b), and Histograms in (c) and (d), of the

CSI of the test data and samples from the GHMMs with different number of hidden states n. (a)

and (c) present the results of Hawaii. (b) and (d) present the results of Norrköping.
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TABLE I. The observation distributions for the GHMM model with n = 3 for both locations. All

distributions are Gaussians.

State Hawaii Norrköping

µi σ2i µi σ2i

1 0.433 0.0312 0.190 0.0048

2 0.982 0.00032 0.490 0.019

3 1.025 0.016 1.05 0.0154

In order to facilitate further comparisons with the FMGHMM, the results of the GHMM340

with n = 3 are summarized in Tables I and II. Table I presents the fitted observation341

distributions of the GHMM with three hidden states for both locations. For the Hawaii342

data set, the distributions resembled the three clusters from Ref. 22, presented here in343

Section II B. In Norrköping, however, the HMM combined the two unobscured-sun states—344

from Section II B—into one state, state 3 in Table I. The obscured-sun state was represented345

by the remaining two distributions. Table II presents the performance metrics of the GHMM346

with n = 3.347

As regards the ACF, the GHMM did not accurately represent the ACF of neither the348

training nor the test data—both had similar ACFs—see Fig. 5. For Hawaii, the ACF from349

model samples did not improve as the number of hidden states increased. For Norrköping,350

the ACF of samples from the models with n > 3 closely resembled that of the training and351

test data.352

The MAE of the ACF ε is presented in Fig. 6a. For Hawaii, ε stagnated at approximately353

0.2 or 20%. This was perhaps expected given that Rydén, Teräsvirta, and Åsbrink 45 also354

noticed that their HMM failed to properly represent the ACF of the data. The authors355

mentioned that models fitted with maximizing the likelihood cannot accurately capture the356

profile of the ACF. A method is proposed and tested in Section III C to improve the ACF357

of HMMs.358

The training time of different models is presented in Fig. 6b. As expected from the359

Baum-Welch algorithm the training time increased with the square of the number of states.360
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FIG. 5. The ACF of the training and test data and samples from the GHMMs with different

number of hidden states n. (a) Hawaii, and (b) Norrköping. In both locations the training and

test data had the same ACF.
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FIG. 6. (a) The MAE of the ACF, ε, see Section II D, and (b) the training time for the GHMMs

with different number of hidden states n.
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TABLE II. The performance metrics for the GHMM for both locations and data sets for n = 3.

Note that the MAE of the ACF ε was only estimated on the test data set. On the other hand, the

log-likelihood L and the K-S test score K were estimated for both data sets.

Location Training Test

L K L K ε

Hawaii 24534.25 0.050 24557.19 0.050 0.24

Norrköping 29058.64 0.047 28893.89 0.048 0.16

TABLE III. The performance metrics for the FMGHMM for both locations and data sets. Note

that the MAE of the ACF ε was only estimated on the test data set. On the other hand, the

log-likelihood L and the K-S test score K were estimated for both data sets.

Location Training Test

L K L K ε

Hawaii 18883.97 0.118 18897.70 0.118 0.22

Norrköping 24275.97 0.047 24222.60 0.045 0.22

B. Fixed-means Gaussian hidden Markov model361

In this section, the results of applying the Baum-Welch algorithm to learn the FMGHMM362

parameters θ are presented. The model parameters here do not include the means of the363

observation distributions µ, since they were pre-defined based on the model proposed in364

Ref. 22 as described in Section II C.365

Table III presents the results of the FMGHMM as regards the performance metrics. The366

K-S test score K was 0.118 for Hawaii for both the training and test data sets, respectively.367

For Norrköping, the K scores were 0.047 and 0.045 respectively for the training and test368

data sets. As regards the MAE of the ACF ε, it was high, 0.22 or 22%, for both locations.369

The training time was 6 and 5 seconds for Hawaii and Norrköping, respectively.370

As regards the observed distribution, Fig. 7 presents a comparison between the test371

data and samples from the FMGHMM. The generated PDF seems—by visual inspection—372

to adequately represent the PDF of the CSI. Nonetheless, the accuracy of the model was373

higher in case of Norrköping in comparison with Hawaii as regards the observed distribution,374
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FIG. 7. Histograms of the CSI of the test data (a) and (c); and samples from the FMGHMMs (b)

and (d). (a) and (b) present the results of Hawaii. (c) and (d) present the results of Norrköping.

which was expected from the results of the K-S test scores presented before.375

Table IV depicts the parameters of the fitted distributions. Note that the mean of the376

obscured state µ1 was estimated for both locations, using Eq. 9, to be 0.351 and 0.307 for377

Hawaii and Norrköping, respectively. However, the peaks of the first mode of the CSI PDF378

were at 0.333 and 0.19 for the Hawaii and Norrköping test data sets, respectively.379

Another important observation is that the Baum-Welch algorithm did not fit the variances380

as perhaps expected. State 2, the state of unobscured with clear-sky, is expected to have a381
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TABLE IV. The observation distributions for the FMGHMM for both locations. All distributions

are Gaussians.

State Hawaii Norrköping

µi σ2i µi σ2i

1 0.351 0.0198 0.307 0.0204

2 1.0 0.0526 1.0 0.0692

3 1.04 0.0031 1.04 0.0010

narrow distribution, i.e., small variance, due to the concentration of the observed CSI around382

1.0 when the sky is clear. On the other hand, the distribution of state 3, unobscured with383

partially cloudy sky, is expected to be wider than that of state 2. As shown in Table IV, the384

Baum-Welch algorithm found that the optimal fitted models have a wider distribution in385

state 2 than in state 3. It should be noted that the Baum-Welch algorithm finds the model386

with highest log-likelihood L.387

Figure 8 shows the ACF of the training and test data along with samples from FMGHMMs388

for both locations for up to 60 minutes lags. The ACFs of the training and test data were389

similar. This was true for both locations. The models produced exponentially decaying390

ACFs as expected. However, there was a discrepancy between the ACFs of the model and391

that of the data in both locations. The MAE of the ACF ε was 0.22, or 22%, for both392

locations, see Table III.393

Table III presents the performance metrics of the FMGHMM. In comparison Table II394

presented the same performance metrics of the GHMMs with n = 3. The log-likelihood L395

was lower for both locations using the FMGHMM in comparison with the GHMM. The K-S396

test score K was higher for Hawaii using the FMGHMM compared with the GHMM, 0.118397

compared with 0.05. For Norrköping, the differences were negligibly small, 0.003, between398

the two models as regards the K of the test data set. The MAE of the ACF ε, when using399

the FMGHMM instead of the GHMM, was lower by 0.02 in the case of Hawaii, and higher400

by 0.06 in the case of Norrköping.401

To summarize the comparison between the GHMM and the FMGHMM, the GHMM—402

when compared to the FMGHMM—was better for Hawaii in the K-S test score and worse403

in the MAE of the ACF, while for Norrköping, the GHMM was comparable in the K-S test404
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FIG. 8. The ACF for the fitted FMGHMMs, for Hawaii in (a) and Norrköping in (b). In both

locations, the training and test data had the same ACF.

score and better in the MAE of the ACF.405

C. Improving the autocorrelation function406

In this section, we improve the ACF of the HMMs. The results of this improvement on407

the FMGHMM are presented.408

The ACF of the HMM can be calculated directly using Eq. 11. A careful inspection of409

Eq. 11 shows that the ACF of the samples depends on both the hidden state trajectory and410

the observation distributions. The transition matrix A controls how likely the process is to411

persist in a certain hidden state, thus controlling the hidden state trajectory. The variables412

π, µ, and σ2 control the impacts of the dispersion of the observation distributions on the413

ACF.414

For example, we can take the distributions for Hawaii presented in Table I, and assume415

an HMM with a hidden state trajectory {1, 1, ..., 2, 2, ..., 3, 3, ...}, i.e., a highly persistent416

hidden Markov process with π = [1/3, 1/3, 1/3]. The ACF of such a process will highly417

depend on the dispersion of the observation distributions, i.e., µ and σ2. This is a result418

of the fact that the consecutive samples from the process are conditionally independent419
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FIG. 9. An example of the ACF of samples from two HMM processes. Both processes have

the same observation distributions as the ones presented for Hawaii in Table I, and both have

π = [1/3, 1/3, 1/3]. Process 1 has a hidden state trajectory {1, 1, ..., 2, 2, ..., 3, 3, ...}, process 2

randomly shuffles this hidden state trajectory. In other words, process 2 has an uncorrelated

random hidden state trajectory.

given the states, more formally (Xt ⊥ Xt−1|St). This is to say that consecutive samples are420

independent even if they were drawn from the same distribution—or state, see Fig. 1.421

On the other hand, an HMM with the same stationary distribution π and observation422

distributions as in the previous example but with a randomly shuffled hidden state trajectory423

will have a lower ACF for the same lags compared with the previous example. This is due424

to both the independent sampling of the observations and the rapidly switching hidden425

state trajectory. A comparison between the ACFs of the two example processes with 9000426

time-steps is provided in Fig. 9.427

Any adjustments to the variables π, µ, and σ2 of the model changes the distribution of428

the CSI generated by the model. Consequently, the only method to improve the ACF of the429

HMM is by adjusting the transition matrix A while maintaining the stationary distribution430

π constant.431

As proven in the Appendix, a scaling constant φ ∈ (0, 1) can be multiplied by the off-432

diagonal elements of A followed by re-scaling of the diagonal elements using pii = 1 −433
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TABLE V. The performance metrics of the proposed scaling method tested on the test data and

using the FMGHMM. Note that the case φ = 1 is the original fitted models, presented before in

Section III B.

φ Hawaii Norrköping

L K ε L K ε

1 18897.70 0.118 0.22 24222.60 0.045 0.22

0.8 18820.36 0.117 0.19 24205.54 0.045 0.17

0.6 18541.54 0.116 0.15 24142.82 0.047 0.10

0.5 18288.97 0.114 0.12 24084.92 0.044 0.08

0.4 17922.33 0.115 0.09 23999.54 0.048 0.03

0.3 17383.42 0.117 0.05 23871.73 0.045 0.03

0.2 16547.13 0.112 0.06 23668.90 0.048 0.07

φ
∑

j 6=i pij. Such a method, firstly, will ensure that A satisfies Eq. 3, secondly it will not434

change the stationary distribution π of the process, and thirdly it will alter the ACF by435

making the hidden state trajectory more persistent.436

Here, the authors scaled the previously fitted FMGHMMs in Section III B to im-437

prove the ACF. The values of the scaling constant φ were chosen arbitrarily in the set438

{1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2}. Note that φ = 1 represents the same models fitted in Sec-439

tion III B, i.e., no scaling takes place.440

Table V compares the scaled models with regard to the log-likelihood L, the K-S test score441

K, and the MAE of the ACF ε. As seen in the table, L was highest for the previously fitted442

models with no scaling, i.e., φ = 1. This explains why the Baum-Welch algorithm previously443

selected these models. The Baum-Welch algorithm blindly maximizes the log-likelihood with444

little regard to the remaining performance metrics45.445

Further research is needed to explain why improving the ACF deteriorated the log-446

likelihood in our case. The authors suspect that the intersecting distributions of states447

2 and 3 might explain this phenomenon. The distribution of state 3 is narrower than that448

of state 2, see Table IV, which might caused the model to have higher likelihood by switch-449

ing to this state in comparison with persisting in state 3. Nonetheless, further research450

investigating this behavior is needed, as stated before.451
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FIG. 10. Distribution of the test data and samples from the FMGHMMs with different scaling

constants φ. (a) Hawaii, and (b) Norrköping.

Table V also shows that the differences in the K-S test score were negligibly small. Thus,452

the proposed scaling did not impact the generated CSI distribution, see also Fig. 10. On453

the other hand, the proposed scaling improved the MAE of the ACF ε compared with454

the original—unscaled—models. Figure 11 presents the ACFs of samples from the scaled455

models. A significant improvement in the ACFs can be observed.456

D. Comparison with previously proposed models457

In this section, a comparison between our proposed models and previous models is pro-458

vided. We compare our results to that of previous models which used the same data sets459

and performance metrics.460

Table VI compares the models as regards the K-S test score and the MAE of the ACF.461

The GHMM did perform comparably with other models when it comes to the K-S test score462

K. However, when it comes to the MAE of the ACF ε it lagged behind other models. It463

is important to note that we did not scale the GHMM. If we scale the GHMMs using the464

method proposed in Section III C, the ACF likeness improved. For Hawaii scaling with465

φ = 0.2 resulted in the lowest ε among the proposed values of φ. In this case, we achieved466

ε = 0.051 and K = 0.050. Similarly for Norrköping, scaling with φ = 0.4 achieved ε = 0.012467
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FIG. 11. The ACF of the test data and samples from the FMGHMMs with different scaling

constants φ. (a) Hawaii, and (b) Norrköping. In both locations the training and test data had the

same ACF.

and K = 0.042.468

Compared with other proposed models, the FMGHMM scaled with φ = 0.3 for Hawaii469

did not perform well as regards the K-S test score K. Neither did any FMGHMM presented470

in Table V. For Norrköping, this problem was not observed. Moreover, the MAEs of the471

ACF of the FMGHMM in both locations were close to that of previous models.472

IV. DISCUSSION473

This paper extends the previous models in Refs. 5 and 18 by considering a Gaussian474

observation distribution. In addition, it connects the new model to previous meteorological475

CSI models and proposes a method to improve the ACF likeness between samples from the476

fitted models and CSI data.477

Two HMMs were developed: GHMM and FMGHMM. In the GHMM, the model pa-478

rameters were fully learned from the data. The FMGHMM pre-defined the means of the479

observation distribution of each hidden state. Still, the remaining model parameters were480

learned from the data.481
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TABLE VI. Comparison of the performance of the proposed models with the previously developed

models that used the same data sets—the results of the previously developed models were presented

before in Ref. 5.

Model Hawaii Norrköping

K ε K ε

Refs. 17 and 26 0.004 0.028 0.009 0.053

Ref. 18 0.053 0.077 0.077 0.087

Ref. 5, n = 30 0.047 0.038 0.044 0.023

GHMM, n = 3 0.050 0.240 0.048 0.160

FMGHMM, scaled φ = 0.3 0.117 0.050 0.045 0.030

In the GHMM, we varied the number of hidden states from 2 to 12. Since the model482

parameters were freely learned from the data, the fitted distributions for n = 3 were not483

guaranteed to resemble the cloud cover categories proposed by Ref. 22, see Table I.484

The K-S test score K of the GHMMs improved in both locations as the number of hidden485

states increased, see Figs. 3c and 3d. The MAE of the ACF ε also improved as the number486

of hidden states increased, however, it quickly stagnated for Hawaii, see Fig. 6a.487

As regards the FMGHMM, three hidden states were defined: obscured, unobscured in488

clear sky, and unobscured in partially cloudy sky. These states were defined following489

Hollands and Suehrcke 22 , and they represent the cloud cover above a certain location. The490

means of the Gaussian observation distributions of the three hidden states were pre-defined491

using the fraction of bright sunshine. The Baum-Welch algorithm was then used to learn492

the remaining model parameters.493

FMGHMMs produced K-S test score, K, of 0.118 for Hawaii and 0.045 for Norrköping.494

Unexpectedly, the variances of the fitted observation distributions were wider for the unob-495

scured in clear-sky state than for the unobscured in partially cloudy state, see Table IV.496

Comparing the GHMM with n = 3 and FMGHMM showed that for Hawaii, the K-S test497

score K increased by 0.068 for Hawaii and decreased by 0.003 for Norrköping (negligible498

decrease). The MAE of the ACF ε decreased by 0.02 for Hawaii and increased by 0.06 for499

Norrköping.500

Increasing the number of hidden states improved the GHMMs K-S test score. This,501
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nonetheless, comes at the cost of the training time. Moreover, the K-S test scores of the502

simpler GHMMs, the models with fewer hidden states, were still comparable with the pre-503

viously developed models in the literature, e.g., Refs. 5, 17, 18, and 26.504

Fitting the HMM using the Baum-Welch algorithm might cause the ACF of the HMM505

to underperform when compared to the training data. A model with slightly lower log-506

likelihood, might have higher ACF likeness compared with the Baum-Welch optimal model.507

In this paper, a method to improve the ACF likeness of the HMM models is proposed. This508

method ensures that the generated distribution from the HMM does not change.509

Generating CSI time-series from a fitted model is a two-step process. In the first step, the510

hidden state trajectory, i.e., the Markov process {S1, ..., ST}, is sampled using the method511

detailed in Ref. 58. In the second step, the CSI observations can be randomly sampled from512

the distribution associated with each hidden state generated in the first step.513

V. CONCLUSIONS514

This paper showed that hidden Markov models (HMMs) with Gaussian observation dis-515

tributions can be employed as generative models for the clear-sky index (CSI). These models516

can also be adapted to pre-define the means of the Gaussian distribution associated with517

each hidden state. Fitting the models solely by maximizing the log-likelihood might cause518

the models to underperform when it comes to other performance metrics, e.g., autocorre-519

lation function (ACF) likeness. Care must be taken to ensure that the ACF of the fitted520

HMM resembles the ACF of the CSI data. In this paper, a novel method to improve the521

ACF likeness of HMMs was proposed. Increasing the number of hidden states can improve522

the goodness-of-fit of the CSI distribution. This, however, comes at the cost of the training523

time, which grows as a function of the square of the number of hidden states.524

Future contributions might expand this work by employing other distributions for the525

hidden states, e.g., log-normal and Weibull distributions. In addition, future works might526

explore the impacts of using autoregressive HMMs on the ACF likeness of the CSI model.527

Testing the performance of the method on various CSI time-series and in different condi-528

tions, e.g., solar altitude angles and air masses, is encouraged for future works. Finally,529

developing a method, similar to the one proposed here, to generate the direct component of530

the irradiance is left for future works.531
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Appendix: Improving the ACF of the HMM537

As stated in Eq. 5, the stationary distribution π of the Markov chain can be estimated

by solving

πA = π,

π(A− I) = 0, (A.1)

where I is the identity matrix. Notice that multiplying both sides of Eq. A.1 by any constant538

φ does not change the solution. Equation A.1 can be expanded by substituting the diagonals539

of A by pii = 1−
∑

j 6=i pij to540

[π1, ..., πn]


−
∑

j 6=1 p1j · · · p1n
...

. . .
...

pn1 · · · −
∑

j 6=n pnj

 = 0. (A.2)541

Equation A.2 indicates that any constant φ will only scale the off-diagonal elements of the542

transition matrix A.543

The values of the constant φ need to satisfy some conditions. Firstly, φ cannot be 0,544

otherwise no single solution to Eq. A.1 exists. Secondly, all the off-diagonal elements and545

the diagonal elements, re-scaled as pii = 1 − φ
∑

j 6=i pij, of the transition matrix A have to546

be in [0,1] as they are probabilities.547

Choosing φ ∈ (0, 1) will decrease the off-diagonal transition probabilities and increase the548

diagonal transition probabilities of the transition matrix A. Consequently, the process will549

be more persistent, and still has the same stationary distribution π.550

To further explain the effect of the scaling method note that the largest eigenvalue of the551

transition matrix A is always 1. And the stationary distribution π is the left eigenvector552

corresponding to this eigenvalue, see Eq. A.1 and59 (p. 15). Thus the previously described553
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scaling procedure thus changes the remaining eigenvalues of the transition matrix A. Con-554

sequently, the scaling procedure changes the speed of convergence of the Markov chain. The555

speed of convergence of a Markov chain can be shown to follow59 (p. 17)556

|Ak − A∞| ≤ α|λ2|k, (A.3)557

where α is a constant which satisfies α > 0, and λi is the an eigenvalue of the matrix A such558

that 1 = |λ1| ≥ |λ2| ≥ ... ≥ |λn|.559
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